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Artemis Resources awaits new data from Armada
near Greatland-Newcrest stand-out Havieron

Price:

A$0.03

Market Cap:

Artemis Resources Ltd (ASX:ARV) (FRA:ATY) (OTC:ARTFF) has completed a
ground-based gravity survey for its Paterson province project Armada, near
Greatland Gold PLC's Havieron Gold-Copper Project in Western Australia.

A$19.86M

1 Year Share Price Graph

The weeks-old 60,500-hectare Armada project surrounds Greatland's newlydeclared Havieron joint venture project to the north, south and east.
Artemis contractor Southern Geoscience Consultants is processing data from
the survey and integrating them with a magnetic survey completed in January
2019, with results to follow.
READ: Artemis Resources advances Carlow Castle and Armada assets
amid big finds by neighbours

Share Information

Greatland's discovery of a 75-metre intersection grading 4.77 g/t gold and
0.61% copper increased excitement about the Pilbara gold rush region that
houses Armada and Havieron, the Paterson gold province.
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This week that excitement translated to a new joint venture partner for
Greatland in the form of producer Newcrest Mining Limited (ASX:NCM)
(FRA:NMA) (OTCMKTS:NCMGF) (OTCMKTS:NCMGY).

Sector:

Newcrest may farm into a majority stake of up to 70% in a joint venture that will
house the Havieron project.

Artemis Resources (ASX:ARV) is listed on
the Australian Securities Exchange.

The larger company is to serve up an initial $US5 million investment then
spend $US65 million over six years as it funds Havieron feasibility studies.
Newcrest and Greatland's JV will also house 11 other blocks held by
Greatland, with Newcrest to have a right of first refusal over other blocks.
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READ: Greatland Gold's US$65 million joint venture deal is the latest in an
ongoing rush into the gold-bearing riches of Paterson
Artemis gained tenure at the nearby Armada ground on February 14, 2019,
when WA's Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS)
granted it the Armada tenement, exploration licence EL 45/5276.
At Armada, West Perth-based Artemis has the 1-kilometre long Kzinti target
about 2.5 kilometres along strike from Havieron.
Magnetic unit Kzinti's length had been estimated in the magnetic survey
undertaken earlier this year, in January 2019.
The 605-square-kilometre Armada project is about 40 kilometres east of the
multi-million-ounce Telfer Gold-Copper Mine.
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Today Artemis executive director Ed Mead highlighted the importance of
Armada project to the company and the significance of Greatland's nearby joint
venture with Newcrest.
Mead, a gold and base metals geologist for more than 20 years, said: "The
deal signed by Greatland Gold on their Havieron gold copper discovery near
Telfer, with Newcrest, is evidence of the potential and belief in this area."
READ: Artemis Resources granted Armada tenement; drilling program
planned
Greatland and Artemis' ground in the Paterson province is also near big miner
Rio Tinto Limited's (ASX:RIO) (LON:RIO) (NYSE:RIO) (OTCMKTS:RTNTF)
major copper discovery Winu unveiled two weeks ago on February 27, 2019.
Rio's best intersections at Winu included 104 metres grading 0.8% copper,
0.28 g/t gold and 4.35 g/t silver.
Mead told the market today: "Both Haverion and Winu are quite extraordinary
and provide a compelling argument for Artemis to progress this now granted
Armada project.
"The latest ground-based gravity survey has been completed and will be
integrated with airborne magnetic data captured by Artemis earlier this year.
"Artemis surrounds Havieron on three sides and right now we see this project
as one of the most exciting in the company's extensive Pilbara tenement
portfolio."
READ: Artemis Resources boosts Carlow Castle JORC resource by 71%
That portfolio includes the company's flagship Carlow Castle Gold-CopperCobalt Project in the West Pilbara region.
An upgraded JORC resource for Carlow Castle puts the inferred resource at
7.7 million tonnes grading 1.06 g/t gold, 0.51% copper and 0.08% cobalt.
Mead indicated Artemis was taking stock of its Paterson province asset,
saying: "Artemis will consider the best way to advance the Armada project once
we receive all processed data."
READ: Artemis Resources new Dubai chairman buys shares on-market
The company has had a number of people changes at the board level in recent
months, welcoming Dubai royal, His Highness Sheikh Maktoum Hasher al
Maktoum as its chairman.
The investor and Dubai royal family member is president of Al Fajer Group,
chairman of Dubai International Holdings, chairman of Manannan Hydro
Limited and a board member of Commercial Bank of Dubai.
Al Maktoum's stake in Artemis is now 10.15 million shares.
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors,
private
client
brokers,
fund
managers
and
international
investor
communities.
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No investment advice
The information on this Site is of a general nature only. It does not take your specific needs or circumstances into consideration, so you should look at your
own financial position, objectives and requirements and seek financial advice before making any financial decisions. You acknowledge and understand that
neither the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally about the nature, potential value or
suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter. You should read our FSG and any other relevant
disclosure documents and if necessary seek persona advice prior to making any investment decision.
You understand and agree that no Content (as defined below) published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of
securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person.
You understand that in certain circumstances the Company, its related bodies corporate, the information providers or their affiliates may have received, or be
entitled to receive, financial or other consideration in connection with promoting, and providing information about, certain entities on the Site and in
communications otherwise provided to you.
You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither
such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate. From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references
may be selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously
published information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
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